Sam Bass, outlaw, was born on a farm near Mitchell, Indiana, on July 21, 1851, a son of Daniel and Elizabeth Jane Sheeks Bass. He was orphaned and thirty-eight years ago this week, the notorious Old West outlaw Sam Bass was shot in the streets of Round Rock, Texas. Bass was orphaned at the age of 18.

Early life. Bass was the illegitimate son of an illegitimate daughter, thereby making him a grandchild of Daniel and Elizabeth Jane Sheeks Bass.

Outlaw life. Bass was a member of the Anglo-American outlaw gang known as the Bass Family, which included his brother John and his sister Mary. Bass was known for his daring exploits, including holding up stagecoaches and trains.

Death. Bass was killed in a shootout on July 21, 1851, while attempting to rob a train near Round Rock, Texas. He was buried in the Mitchell Cemetery.

Legacy. Bass is remembered as one of the most successful and feared outlaws of the Old West, and his legacy is still celebrated in the present day.
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